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Abstract—With the explosive growth of smart devices and
mobile data traffic, the wireless local area network (WLAN)
faces persistent challenge on increasing the network throughput
to meet the customer’s requirement. Multiple-input and multiple-
output (MIMO) is a promising technology to improve the network
capacity and has been adopted to WLANs in current IEEE 802.11
standards. Interference management for MIMO-based WLANs
has become a hot topic in recent years due to its huge poten-
tial in improving the network performance. This paper surveys
the MIMO-related interference management mechanisms from
both the single collision domain and multiple collision domain
scenarios. It first provides some background information about
the evolution of IEEE 802.11 standards, then introduces the
MIMO-related physical layer and MAC layer mechanisms as
preliminaries. After this, it investigates the current advances on
MIMO-related interference management in both the single colli-
sion domain and multiple collision domain through the physical
layer and MAC layer mechanism design. It also provides discus-
sions on important findings and research challenges, and finally
gives potential future research directions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE RAPID development of smart devices and mobile
communications results in the explosive growth of mobile

data traffic, which cannot be supported only by the cellular
networks. As pointed out by the Cisco Visual Networking
Index [1] (VNI), about 50% of the traffic will be offloaded
to the wireless local area networks (WLANs, often called
Wi-Fi networks). To combat the challenge of supporting the
huge data traffic in WLANs, the IEEE task group has made
great efforts on throughput improvement in WLANs through
the evolution of the 802.11 standards. From 1997 when the
base version of IEEE 802.11 standard which supports 1/2Mbps
data rate was released, a series of 802.11 standards have been
released to increase the physical layer data rate. 802.11b [2]
and 802.11a/g [3] increase the data rate of single stream
up to 11Mbps and 54Mbps respectively, through exploiting
higher-order modulations. 802.11n [4] and 802.11ac [5] further
increase the data rate up to 600Mbps and >6Gbps respectively,
through exploiting the Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output
(MIMO) technology. The adoption of MIMO has led the
WLANs into gigabit era.

A typical WLAN contains multiple access points (APs)
and a large number of stations, as shown in Fig. 1. Each
AP serves a set of mobile stations, which access the Internet
or the server through AP. The set of stations associated with
each AP is called a basic service set (BSS). The transmission
of one node (an AP or station) may interfere with the other
nodes’ transmissions within one BSS, which is called the sin-
gle collision domain. Meanwhile, there are always multiple
BSSs in a WLAN and the signal transmission in one BSS
may interfere with that in another, we call the multiple BSSs
as the multiple collision domain. The 802.11 standard recom-
mends the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), which
adopts carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)1 mechanism to
avoid interference among nodes in both the single and multiple
collision domains. According to this mechanism, a node can
transmit a signal only when the channel is determined to be
idle. In the traditional WLANs with single streams, CSMA is
well-known to be inefficient due to failing to avoid interference
effectively or prohibiting concurrent transmissions, leading to
the everlasting research on interference management in the
past twenty years [6]–[12]. When MIMO is introduced to
WLANs by the 802.11 standard, the MIMO transmission is

1CSMA in this paper represents CSMA/CA (carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance).
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Fig. 1. An example of WLAN topology.

limited to the single collision domain, while nodes still adopt
CSMA to access the channel.

The MIMO technology has a long history in the wireless
communication area, although it was brought to the WLAN
context as a part of standard only in recent years. It utilizes
multiple transmit and receive antennas to increase wireless
capacity through exploiting the multiple path propagation.
Beamforming, a MIMO physical layer technique, is adopted
to precode the transmit signal, so that the transmit energy
can be focused towards the intended receiver to improve the
signal reception [5]. Both 802.11n and 802.11ac recommend
Single-User MIMO (SU-MIMO) which makes an access point
(AP) communicate with one station at each time through the
multiple antennas (as shown in BSS1 of Fig. 1). 802.11ac fur-
ther recommends downlink Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO)
which makes an AP communicate with multiple stations simul-
taneously to improve the system capacity (as shown in BSS2
of Fig. 1); for this end, another beamforming technique called
null steering is adopted to precode the transmit signal, thus to
avoid the inter-user interference [5].

The implementation of MIMO transmission depends on
two critical mechanisms: channel sounding and user selec-
tion. Channel sounding lets nodes obtain the accurate channel
state information (CSI), which is essential for both SU-MIMO
and MU-MIMO transmissions, as nodes need this information
to precode the transmit signal and allow the signal to arrive at
the intended receivers in designated manners. User selection
plays an important role in MU-MIMO transmission since the
transmitter should choose the stations with the most uncorre-
lated channels to be receivers, thus to minimize the inter-user
interference.

The MIMO transmission relies on the interference manage-
ment mechanisms in the MAC layer to achieve high network
performance. As shown in Fig. 2, researchers have made great

efforts on this area to optimize the performance of WLANs.
In the single collision domain, previous research includes
improving the efficiency of the distributed CSMA mecha-
nism and mitigating the inter-user interference in MU-MIMO
transmission, while the latter further consists of reducing
the huge overhead of channel sounding and designing effi-
cient user selection process. In the multiple collision domain,
current advances focus on interference management through
cross layer design: two advanced MIMO physical layer
techniques, interference alignment and interference nulling,
are always exploited to enable concurrent transmissions and
avoid interference among BSSs; in addition, besides SU-
MIMO and MU-MIMO, another MIMO application scenario,
network MIMO which makes multiple APs act as a giant
AP and communicate with multiple stations simultaneously
(as shown in BSS3 and BSS4 of Fig. 1), is also adopted
by some researchers to improve the network performance;
finally, MAC layer schemes are proposed to make the phys-
ical layer mechanisms work well in the networks. This
paper will study the current MIMO-related interference
management mechanisms in WLANs from both collision
domains.

The key point of this survey is to investigate how the MIMO
physical layer techniques are exploited and what the corre-
sponding MAC layer protocols are proposed in WLANs to
improve the network performance. The main contribution of
this paper is twofold. First, we conclude the evolution of IEEE
802.11 standards, and report the current MIMO-related phys-
ical and MAC layer mechanisms in WLANs, and also the
MIMO application scenarios. Second, we present the litera-
tures on MIMO-related interference management mechanisms
in WLANs from both the single collision domain and the
multiple collision domain. We also identify the important find-
ings and research challenges after the literature review, and
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Fig. 2. The basic categorization of this survey.

give our thoughts about possible future research directions in
this area.

There are several survey papers related to this work.
Kumar et al. [13] presented the existing protocols on
interference management for ad hoc wireless networks, but
only focused on the single stream systems. Omar et al. [14]
surveyed four technologies which can be applied for high
efficient WLANs, including the PHY layer techniques, MAC
layer strategies, spatial frequency reuse schemes and power
saving mechanisms. Bellalta et al. [15] investigated some
novel technologies in the future WLAN standards, such as
machine-to-machine communication in 802.11ah; it just payed
a little attention on high throughput WLAN recommended by
802.11ac. Zheng et al. [16] discussed some key issues in large-
scale MIMO (LS-MIMO), such as practical channel models
application scenarios, but their investigation focused mainly
on the cellular networks. Liao et al. [17] surveyed the recent
works on applying MU-MIMO in WLANs, containing the key
technologies in the physical layer and the assisted protocols in
the MAC layer; Hiraguri and Nishimori [18] investigated the
transmission methods and efficiency using MIMO in WLANs,
and then introduced the MAC protocol designs in this kind of
systems; however, these two works only consider the single
collision domain. So far, there is no comprehensive sur-
vey focusing on MIMO-related interference management in
WLANs, especially for the multiple collision domain.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview of the IEEE 802.11 family, including the
MAC and PHY layer functions. Section III introduces the
MIMO application scenarios and MIMO physical layer tech-
niques. Section IV and Section V investigate related works on
improving the efficiency of MIMO transmission in the single
collision domain and multiple collision domain respectively,
then give some important findings. Section VI puts some future
directions. Section VII concludes this paper.

As a great number of abbreviations and technical terms will
be used in this paper, Table I summarizes some important
terms in alphabetical order for the ease of understanding.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE 802.11 STANDARD

This section briefly introduces the standards related to the
throughput improvement in the IEEE 802.11 family, from the
PHY and MAC layer functions.

A. IEEE 802.11 PHY

As shown in Table II, the 802.11 base version was released
in 1997, which specified two data rates of 1/2Mbps work-
ing in the 2.4GHz frequency band, and using the Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum (FHSS) as the modulation types. After that,
they released a series of 802.11 standards to increase the phys-
ical layer data rate [3]. In 1999, 802.11a, which operates in
the 5GHz frequency band and uses the Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as the modulation type, was
introduced to enhance the data rate to 54Mbps. In the same
year, 802.11b, which operates in the same frequency band and
uses the same modulation technique with the base version,
was also introduced to support up to 11Mbps data rate. Due
to its dramatic throughput increase and the similar PHY tech-
nique compared with the base version, the 802.11b became the
definitive WLAN technology. In 2003, the IEEE task group
released 802.11g, which uses OFDM as its modulation tech-
nique (the same as 802.11a), and finally achieves up to 54Mbps
data rate in the 2.4 GHz band. It is regarded as an extension
of 802.11b.

Utilizing the MIMO technology substantially improves the
spectral efficiency, and finally improves the physical layer
data rate of WLANs. In 2009, 802.11n, the first standard
that supports MIMO was ratified to achieve up to 600Mbps
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TABLE I
ABBREVIATIONS

data rate through four spatial streams and 40MHz wider band-
width; it recommends only Single-User MIMO (SU-MIMO)
which makes an AP to communicate with one station at
each time through the multiple antennas and allows up to
4 × 4 SU-MIMO transmission. The latest released version
is 802.11ac [5], which increases the data rate to >6Gbps
through 160MHz wider bandwidth, up to 8 × 8 SU-MIMO
transmission, and higher-order 256-QAM modulation; it also
recommends downlink Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) which
makes one AP communicate with up to four stations simul-
taneously in the downlink. The upcoming 802.11ax, which
is currently in an early stage of development, is predicted to
achieve >10Gbps data rate, through further introducing the
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
technique and the higher order 1024-QAM modulation.

B. IEEE 802.11 MAC

Although the 802.11 PHY has been updated to higher
order modulations, wider bandwidth and MIMO to increase
the physical layer data rate, the MAC layer process, which

was first proposed in the 802.11 base version [2] to manage
interference in wireless networks, only had a few modifications
accordingly.

The basic channel access process recommended by 802.11
MAC has barely changed during the update of the 802.11
standard. The 802.11 recommends two kinds of coordination
functions in the MAC layer to manage interference: a dis-
tributed mechanism called Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF) and a centralized mechanism called Point Coordination
Function (PCF). PCF lets the AP schedule both the down-
link and uplink transmissions in a centralized way. It is not
implemented in most devices due to its application limit in the
multiple collision domain, and is even not part of the Wi-Fi
Alliance’s standard. DCF further has two mechanisms, the car-
rier sense multiple access (CSMA) mechanism which allows
a transmitter to transmit its signal only when it senses the
channel is idle, and RTS/CTS mechanism which is based on
CSMA but further makes the transmitter and receiver exchange
the Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-To-Send (CTS) frames
to reserve the channel for the following data transmission.
CSMA is the widely deployed MAC protocol in current
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TABLE II
IEEE 802.11 PHY EVOLUTION

Fig. 3. The channel access processes for MIMO transmission recommended
by the 802.11n/ac standard.

WLANs, while RTS/CTS is disabled in most cases due to
its high transmission overhead induced by the RTS and CTS
transmissions.

Fig. 3 gives the detailed processes of CSMA. Before trans-
mitting, a sender first senses the medium to determine whether
the channel is available; if the channel is determined to be
busy when a nearby node is transmitting a signal, the sender
should defer its transmission until the channel is available
again to avoid interference. When the channel is idle for a
DIFS (distributed interframe space) period, the node will wait
for an additional backoff period before transmitting. The back-
off period is randomly generated and is decremented along
with the time when the channel stays idle and is suspended
otherwise. Only when the backoff period expires, the sender
will initiate the data transmission. When SU-MIMO and MU-
MIMO are introduced to WLANs through 802.11n/ac, nodes
still adopt CSMA to avoid interference among the multiple
transmissions; the channel sounding period is added to obtain
CSI for the following data transmission through MIMO. Once
receiving the data packet correctly, each receiver should reply
an acknowledgement (ACK), so that the sender can confirm
the successful data transmission; otherwise, the sender will
retransmit the packets. Although multiple data packets can be
transmitted simultaneously through MU-MIMO in the down-
link direction, the ACKs must be transmitted individually in
the uplink direction to avoid interference [5].

III. PHY MECHANISMS FOR MIMO TRANSMISSIONS

In this part, we first present three typical MIMO applica-
tion scenarios, then give some common MIMO precoding and
decoding processes as preliminary. After that, we introduce
both the basic MIMO PHY techniques adopted by the 802.11
standard, and the advanced MIMO PHY techniques proposed
by researchers for further interference management.

A. MIMO Application Scenarios

According to whether the communication is point to point,
point to multi-point, or multi-point to multi-point, the MIMO
technology has three basic application scenarios in WLANs:
SU-MIMO, MU-MIMO, and the network MIMO. Both SU-
MIMO and downlink MU-MIMO have been adopted in the
802.11 standard, while uplink MU-MIMO and network MIMO
are now open research issues in WLANs. We will give brief
description of each scenario through examples.

1) SU-MIMO: SU-MIMO makes an AP communicate with
only one station at each time through multiple antennas, which
can be used for two purposes. Under the high SNR situations,
the antennas are always used to transmit different data pack-
ets to increase the data rate, that is to improve the spatial
multiplexing. Under the low SNR situations, they are always
used to transmit the same packet to increase the SNR at the
receiver side, that is to improve the receiver diversity.

The performance of SU-MIMO is limited by the number of
antennas at both the transmitter and receiver sides. In practical
WLANs, the AP often has much more antennas than smart
devices due to the device’s constraints on portability concern,
energy consumption and so on, resulting in poor performance
due to under utilization of the AP antennas. This problem
impels the 802.11ac task group to bring into MU-MIMO.

2) MU-MIMO: MU-MIMO allows an AP to communi-
cate with multiple stations at each time, so as to fully utilize
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TABLE III
THE MIMO PRECODING/DECODING SCHEMES WITH KNOWN CSI

AP’s antennas. The main challenge in the MU-MIMO trans-
mission is the inter-user interference, which occurs because
the receivers of the MU-MIMO transmissions are not suffi-
ciently separated. Therefore, in the downlink the AP should
select a group of users (stations) as the receivers and precode
the transmit signal to null the inter-user interference at the
transmitter side, in the uplink the AP should decode and sep-
arate the signals transmitted simultaneously from stations for
demodulation.

3) Network MIMO: Network MIMO is also called virtual
MIMO, distributed MIMO or cooperative MIMO. Its basic
idea is to group multiple individual nodes into an antenna
array for MIMO transmission. It has already had thorough
study in the cellular network scenario [19]. In the WLAN
context, network MIMO always represents treating multiple
APs as a virtual AP and exploiting all their antennas to serve
multiple stations simultaneously. It is just like an extension
of MU-MIMO to achieve the communication between a giant
AP and the stations. The network MIMO is mostly regarded
as a theoretical solution due to some serious challenges in the
implementation of this system, such as the ability to achieve
tight phase and timing synchronization among multiple APs
to make joint precoding, and also its huge computational com-
plexity. However, in recent years, some pioneers have already
been prepared in combating these challenges and implement-
ing the network MIMO systems, which will be discussed later
in Section V.

B. MIMO Precoding/Decoding Processes

As shown in Fig. 4, MIMO transmission relies on precoding
at the transmitter side and decoding at the receiver side to
achieve the performance improvement. Here we would like
to give some well-known precoding and decoding schemes,
including their advantages and limitations, as included in
Table III. Although there are substantial research works on

Fig. 4. The simplified PHY layer processes with MIMO in wireless
communication systems.

these schemes [20]–[22], we do not want to give deep analysis
as they are out of the scope of this paper.

We consider the complex baseband model for MIMO
transmission:

y = Hx + n, (1)

where H is the Nr × Nt channel matrix,2 also called the
channel state information (CSI). Nt and Nr represent the
number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively. x =
[x1, x2, . . . , xM ]T is a vector of the M data streams that will
be transmitted from the Nt antennas, y = [y1, y2, . . . , yNr

]T

is a vector of the received signal from the Nr antennas, n is
the background noise. Please note that the vectors x and y
may include signals from multiple nodes in the MU-MIMO
and network MIMO scenarios.

1) Singular Vector Decomposition (SVD): SVD is a method
to decompose a MIMO channel into multiple parallel subchan-
nels. Mathematically, SVD decomposes the channel matrix
H as:

H = UΣVH , (2)

where U and V are unitary matrices with Nr × Nr and
Nt × Nt sizes, VH is the conjugate transpose of V, Σ is the
Nr ×Nt rectangular diagonal matrix with positive numbers in
descending order on the diagonal.

2In WLANs where OFDM is adopted, the channel is highly frequency-
dependent and H may have different values among the subcarriers. Here we
just use a simplified model.
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At the transmitter side, the transmitter left-multiplies x by
the matrix V, then the received signal is represented as:

y = UΣVH · Vx + n = UΣx + n. (3)

At the receive side, the receiver left-multiplies y by UH to
decode the signal, that is:

UH y = UH (UΣx + n) = Σx + UH n ≈ Σx. (4)

The number of parallel data streams M should be no more
than min{Nt ,Nr}, and the first M columns of V are selected
as the steering matrix.

SVD is not suitable for MU-MIMO or network MIMO sce-
narios, as in these situations either the transmitter or receiver
could not acquire the whole information of H. In the SU-
MIMO scenario, SVD is well-known to achieve theoretical
channel capacity together with water filling for power allo-
cation [23]. However, this scheme depends highly on the
accuracy of CSI, even a small error in the CSI estimation may
deteriorate the channel performance significantly. Thus, SVD
is rarely deployed in practical systems and is always used to
derive the theoretical capacity for the linear schemes.

2) Zero-Forcing (ZF): ZF is a simple method to elimi-
nate the interference among multiple concurrent data streams
through making them mutually orthogonal [24].

Consider the communication system y = Hx + n. When
ZF is performed at the receiver side to allow no interference
among the streams, it left-multiplies y with a matrix V, that is:

Vy = VHx + Vn ≈ x, (5)

here V is the pseudo-inverse of H and V = HH (HHH )−1.
When ZF is performed at the transmitter side through

precoding, the steering matrix V = HH (HHH )−1 is left-
multiplied with the transmit signal x. Then the received
signal is:

y = HVx + n ≈ x. (6)

The ZF scheme is easy to implement and can be utilized in
all the MIMO application scenarios to enable concurrent data
stream transmissions. Especially, 802.11ac adopts ZF to can-
cel the inter-user interference for the MU-MIMO transmission
in WLANs. However, its major problem is that it only works
well under high SNR situations, as the least square solution
obtained through Eq. (5) or Eq. (6) would reduce the sig-
nal strength of each component3; meanwhile, the background
noise n may be amplified when the channel matrix H is ill-
conditioned. The performance of ZF will be very poor when
SNR is low.

3) Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE): Distinct from
ZF which does not consider the noise and simply eliminate the
inter-user interference, the MMSE scheme aims to minimize
the overall error rate through adjusting the matrix V with the
noise. That is, V = HH (HHH +αI)−1. This matrix is similar
with that of ZF but is adjusted by an identify matrix I weighted
with the factor α that is determined by the noise n.

3This point is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6(b), where the received signal
strength of x2 after ZF is |Hproj H2x2|, which is much smaller than that
without ZF (|H2x2|). The x2’s received SNR is reduced in this way.

With the steering matrix V, the implementation of MMSE
for both the MIMO precoding and decoding has the sim-
ilar processes as ZF, referring to Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). It
is well-known that MMSE can achieve better performance
than ZF under low SNR environments and can approach the
performance of ZF under high SNR environments, but with
higher complexity due to the noise estimation [24].

4) Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC): The con-
cept of SIC is to make a receiver separate parallel signals
through exploiting the power characteristics. The receiver first
detects the signal with highest power, then subtracts it from
the received mixed signals to recover the signal with inferior
power. SIC could be used together with both ZF and MMSE
to improve the MIMO system capacity. For example, accord-
ing to Eq. (5), the receiver obtains the estimated transmitted
signal x̂ = [x1, x2, . . . , xM ]T , it subtracts the effect of xi with
the highest power from y, then re-estimates the inferior signal
xj from the remaining signal through maximum ratio com-
bining (MRC). The process is conducted iteratively until the
signal with the lowest power is detected. The main problem of
this scheme is the error propagation in the iterative decoding
processes [25].

5) Maximum Likelihood (ML): ML is a kind of nonlinear
MIMO decoding scheme that obtains the transmitted signals
through exhaustive searching. With the channel matrix H, the
receiver feeds all possible transmitted data streams x̂ into this
channel, then compares the output signals ŷ = Hx̂ with the
actual received signal y to determine the most likely one. This
scheme has a high computational complexity which is expo-
nential with the number of data streams, making it hard to be
deployed in practical systems. Sphere decoding is a faster algo-
rithm compared to the natural ML decoding [26], it reduces
the complexity of ML through limiting the search space. These
nonlinear schemes can achieve optimal performance compared
with the linear ones, but at the cost of much higher complexity.

C. Basic 802.11 MIMO PHY Techniques

The 802.11n/ac recommend SU-MIMO transmission, while
802.11ac further supports downlink MU-MIMO transmission.
Both of them adopt beamforming to improve the signal recep-
tion at the receiver. In this part, we first describe how beam-
forming can achieve the SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO transmis-
sions in WLANs, then introduce two important mechanisms
to implement beamforming: channel sounding to acquire the
channel matrix H, and the user selection to mitigate inter-user
interference in the MU-MIMO scenario.

1) Beamforming: Beamforming refers in particular to a
technique in which the transmitter exploits the previously
known CSI to precode its transmit signal, so that the transmit-
ter can focus its transmit energy towards the intended receiver
to improve the signal reception. With beamforming, the trans-
mitter left-multiplies the transmit signal x with a steering
matrix V, so that the received signal y = HVx + n can
achieve an enhanced performance. As almost all the surveyed
papers use vectors to illustrate their works, in this part we also
utilize vector to describe how beamforming can achieve the
SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO transmissions.
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Fig. 5. An example of beamforming in the SU-MIMO scenario.

Fig. 6. An example of beamforming in the MU-MIMO scenario.

i) Single-User Beamforming: Single-user beamforming
makes the transmitted signals from each antenna reenforce
at the preferred receiver to become stronger, as depicted in
Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) illustrates an example on how beamform-
ing can improve the spatial multiplexing when the parallel
data streams x1 and x2 are transmitted by AP simultane-
ously. Actually, without precoding, the receiver is also able to
detect x1 and x2 through solving the linear equations y = Hx.
However, the performance in this situation may be very poor
due to the unexpected receiving signals, e.g., their intersection
angle could be relatively small or the SNR is poor. Precoding
improves the system performance through letting the two
signals easier to be detected.

Fig. 5(c) demonstrates how beamforming can enhance the
receiver diversity when a single signal x is transmitted by the
AP through the two antennas. We let Hi indicate the chan-
nel matrix from AP to the ith antenna of the station. Without
precoding, the station gets a signal H1x + H2x which may
not be strong enough for detection. As shown in Fig. 5(c),
after precoding, the two received signals H1v1x and H2v2x
constructively add up towards the same direction ideally.
This condition can be satisfied, for example, through making
(v1, v2) = (H∗

2,H
∗
1). The signal strength now is obviously

much stronger than that before precoding.
ii) Multi-User Beamforming: Multi-User Beamforming

allows an AP to transmit data packets to multiple receivers
simultaneously. The main challenge of applying MU-MIMO
is to solve the problem of inter-user interference, which occurs
because two receivers of the MU-MIMO transmissions are
not sufficiently separated. To avoid this interference, ZF, also
called null steering in 802.11ac [5], is exploited to derive the
steering matrix for the AP, thus produces a high signal at
this station but nulls the signal at other stations. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), in the ideal scenario, a set of steering vectors
{v1, v2, v3} will make the transmit signal xi arrive at station

i with high power, while that at other stations with no power.
However, in real network scenarios, the unintended signal can-
not be completely nulled out and it is always left with small
power.

Fig. 6(b) shows an example on how null steering can avoid
the inter-user interference between two stations through the
vector diagram. The vector of H2x2 (the signal will be trans-
mitted to station 2), is projected onto the space orthogonal to
its interferer H1x1 (the signal will be transmitted to station 1),
while the projection is represented as H2Hproj x2. As the two
vectors H1x1 and H2Hproj x2 are orthogonal to each other,
they can be transmitted concurrently without interference.

The implementation of beamforming depends upon CSI
which is obtained through the so-called channel sounding pro-
cess in WLANs. Meanwhile, how to select the best set of users
for MU-MIMO transmission is also very important to achieve
the optimal performance. In the following parts we introduce
some detailed descriptions of these two mechanisms according
to the 802.11 standard.

2) Channel Sounding: The 802.11n/ac recommend channel
sounding to obtain CSI for the transmitter, the CSI will be
used for both the SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO precoding in
data transmission and the user selection in MU-MIMO.

In general, there are two channel sounding methods for
MIMO transmission, the implicit method which relies on chan-
nel reciprocity feature and uses the CSI at the transmitter to
estimate that at the receiver, and the explicit method which
requires the receiver to estimate the channel and feedback the
CSI to the transmitter in time. The implicit method has chan-
nel estimation error as the channel condition at the receiver
is always different from that at the transmitter, leading to
non-effective interference management [27], [28]. The explicit
method provides more accurate channel information to the
transmitter, but may induce high transmission overhead. While
802.11n supports both kinds of methods, the 802.11ac only
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Fig. 7. An example of interference alignment, where Hi indicates the channel matrix from station i to AP. When Station 1 transmits a signal x1 to AP, this
signal can be decoded if there is one interferer (Station 2) through the standard MIMO decoding process as AP only has two antennas. Interference alignment
makes its decoding successfully even if multiple interferers join in.

Fig. 8. The explicit channel sounding process recommended by the 802.11ac
standard.

Fig. 9. An example of interference nulling, signals from the AP are canceled
at the station in (b).

recommends the explicit method as the imperfect channel
estimation is less tolerable in MU-MIMO than in the SU-
MIMO transmission, due to the induced harmful inter-user
interference.

The explicit channel sounding process relies on the MAC
layer design to achieve the frame exchange between the trans-
mitter and receivers. As depicted in Fig. 8, at the beginning
of the process, AP transmits an NDP (Null Data Packet)
Announcement frame, which contains the information of sta-
tions that need to feedback their CSI. It then transmits an
NDP frame, which will be used by the receiver to estimate
the channel. In the following time, for SU-MIMO, only one
station needs to report its CSI; for MU-MIMO, the stations
will report sequentially according to the Beamforming Report
Poll (BRP) frame.

3) User Selection: The user selection process plays a very
important role in the MU-MIMO transmissions, although
it is not specified by the 802.11ac standard. As described
in Fig. 6(b), if the angle between the two vectors is very
small, the projection will become very small as well, mak-
ing the SINR of x2 decreased dramatically. In this situation,

it is essential to select the users with the most uncorrelated
channels to increase the performance of MU-MIMO.

Intuitively, the optimal users can be determined through
exhaustive searching over all the possible users and antenna
sets. However, its computational complexity increases expo-
nentially with the number of users and antennas, making it
infeasible to be deployed in practical networks. A well-known
practical user selection scheme is the greedy algorithm [29],
which lets an AP first select one user with the best channel
condition, then select another user which results in the high-
est aggregate capacity. The users are selected until the highest
sum capacity is achieved. This algorithm is easy to implement
and with low complexity, but has suboptimal performance,
e.g., in some situations only 50∼60% optimal capacity can be
achieved [30].

D. Advanced MIMO PHY Techniques

Besides beamforming recommended by the 802.11 stan-
dards, here we introduce two advanced MIMO PHY tech-
niques which have been adopted in many current research
works for interference management: interference alignment
and interference nulling.

1) Interference Alignment: The basic idea of interference
alignment is to make all the interfering signals aligned along
a specific direction at the receiver, thus allowing the sig-
nal from the intended transmitter to be interference free for
decoding [31]. It already has many applications in wireless
networks [32]–[36], while this paper focuses on the WLAN
context.

Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 7(a), the channel matrix
from station i to AP is denoted as Hi . When a signal x1 is
transmitted concurrently with an interfering signal x2, both sig-
nals can be decoded successfully as the AP has two antennas
which correspond to two received signals, while the decoding
process is to solve the two linear equations. AP just discards
x2 and gets its desired signal x1. This process obviously can-
not work when another interference x3 joins in, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). Through interference alignment shown in Fig. 7(c),
both station 2 and station 3 precode their transmitted signals
as v2x2 and v3x3, making the two signals aligned along the
same direction at AP. AP then treats v2x2+v3x3 as one signal
and decodes x1 successfully. This mechanism can certainly be
extended to the scenario with more than two interferers.
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2) Interference Nulling: Interference nulling is to make
a transmitter cancel its signal completely at a particular
receiver. As shown in Fig. 9, when the AP intends to null
its signal at this station, it precodes the transmitted sig-
nals from each antenna with v1 and v2, and finally makes
H1v1x + H2v2x = 0 at the station. This condition can be
easily satisfied through making H1v1 = −H2v2. We note that
interference nulling is different from the aforementioned null
steering, as the former is an interference management tech-
nique which only cares about whether the signal is canceled
out at the intended receiver, while the latter is a kind of beam-
forming technique which tries to focus each transmit signal on
the intended receiver but null the signal at other receivers, thus
to achieve multiple concurrent transmissions.

IV. SURVEY ON MIMO-RELATED INTERFERENCE

MANAGEMENT IN SINGLE COLLISION DOMAIN

Some research works focus on the single collision domain
where there are only one AP and a group of associated stations.
These works use the 802.11 standard as the basis, try to inves-
tigate and solve the problems in current MIMO transmission,
including channel access, channel sounding and user selection.
Nearly all of the surveyed works adopt distributed MAC layer
mechanisms. In this part we conclude the advances on these
efficient MIMO-related interference management mechanism
design.

A. Channel Access

Some researchers find that the CSMA mechanism in the
MIMO system is even less efficient than that in the single
stream system and try to optimize it.

CHRoME [41] finds out that the retransmission scheme in
the 802.11 MAC is inefficient due to the re-sounding process.
After a failed transmission, the AP should wait for an incre-
mented backoff period to retransmit the data packets, and in
which situation it should re-sound the channel, as the CSI
after this long period has a large probability to be changed.
It proposes a beamformed probe for channel measurements
and selects the optimal bit rate accordingly. acPad [42] pro-
poses to increase the concurrent transmission opportunities in
MU-MIMO where the streams have heterogeneous transmis-
sion durations. It adds additional packets to fill up the idle
channel time, while the users are identified not to harm all
the ongoing streams. Nayak et al. [43] study the cross-layer
performance of MU-MIMO for the TCP traffic in the single
collision domain and indicate that, even with dominant down-
link traffic, the downlink MU-MIMO would result in severe
low performance when it is coupled with single-user uplink
transmission, due to the intrinsic limitations in the random
channel contention. They also provide some potential solu-
tions to improve the network performance, such as cumulative
ACK and uplink MU-MIMO. These works, however, mainly
focus on the single collision domain, the problems need fur-
ther study in the multiple collision domain, in which situation
they would lead to worse performance.

We note that the research works are evaluated based on the
testbed WARP (Wireless Open Access Research Platform) [44]

or USRP (Universal Software Radio Peripheral) [45]. Actually,
many current researchers in wireless networks try to inves-
tigate the advantages of their mechanisms through system
testbeds, which are commonly constructed based on some
typical software defined radio platforms, such as WARP,
USRP and Sora (Microsoft Research Software Radio) [46].
Experimental results from the testbeds are more convincing
than theoretical ones as they have considered the complex
wireless environments. Nearly all the surveyed works in this
paper have been evaluated through testbeds.

B. Channel Sounding

One of the main problems of the explicit channel sound-
ing process is its huge transmission overhead. For example, as
demonstrated by MUTE [37] through experimental results, the
overhead required by a four-user transmission can reach 30%
of the total transmission time in a 20MHz channel, and 60%
in an 80MHz one. When the number of users or the channel
bandwidth increases, the capacity gain from MIMO transmis-
sion may not even offset the transmission time induced by the
channel sounding frame exchange. Thus, the 802.11ac lets the
station compress its CSI to reduce this overhead from three
aspects: sending the channel matrix less frequently, allowing
adjacent sub-carriers to share the same matrix, and quantiz-
ing the matrix values into a small number of bits. However, a
tradeoff should be made between the overhead and the matrix’s
accuracy.

There are many research works striving to reduce this over-
head [38], [39]. AFC [38] indicates that the CSI transmission
may still significantly degrade the link capacity despite CSI
compression; it then proposes to model the information loss
due to compression, and finally identifies the appropriate com-
pression level that optimizes the overall network throughput,
considering both the capacity loss and the overhead reduction.
Different from 802.11n/ac which make each user report its
CSI in different time slot, as shown in Fig. 3(b), CUiC [39]
lets all the uses report their CSI at the same slots and pro-
poses the MMSE-SIC algorithm to decode all the frames, thus
significantly reduces the channel sounding time. Gabriel [40]
compares the history CSI to a new estimated one based on cur-
rent training frame, and lets a user report its CSI only when
the verification fails.

As summarized in Table IV, all the research on improv-
ing the efficiency of explicit channel sounding focuses on the
downlink MU-MIMO scenario in the single collision domain,
and it is obvious that the induced overhead will increase dra-
matically in the multiple collision domain, especially in the
network MIMO scenarios [47], [48].

C. User Selection

The user selection process requires the AP to first obtain
the CSI at all the stations, and then select the best group of
users for beamforming. It faces two main challenges when
applied in real networks: the channel sounding overhead and
the computational complexity.

Some researchers try to reduce the overhead induced by
CSI acquisition for user selection. OPUS [49] makes each
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TABLE IV
RESEARCH ON EXPLICIT CHANNEL SOUNDING FOR DOWNLINK MU-MIMO TRANSMISSION

user evaluate its potential contribution to the downlink capac-
ity when grouped with those already selected ones, only the
one which will lead to maximum aggregate capacity should
send its CSI to AP in each round, so as to reduce the CSI
transmission overhead. It is a greedy-like algorithm, but with-
out acquiring all stations’ CSI at AP.4 PUMA [50] proposes a
mode and user selection algorithm without the channel sound-
ing process. It first predicts the expected per-user data rate
only using the number of transmit antennas M and that of
receive antennas K; it then estimates the throughput of MU-
MIMO with a set of potential user groups, mainly based on
the priori information, including M at AP and K at each
client, each user’s link state (the ommi-directional SNR), and
the per-user expected data rate; it finally identifies a user
group with the highest throughput for the following MU-
MIMO transmission. It still needs channel sounding before
the actual data transmission as CSI is required for precoding.
MUSE [51] captures the inter-user interference by comput-
ing the correlation of the compressed CSI feedback matrix
among users to improve the efficiency of user selection; it
also considers the diversity of user’s bandwidth configura-
tions, and selects the bandwidth combination with the highest
throughput for each group to improve the MU-MIMO capacity.
Instead of performing user selection process for each MU-
MIMO transmission, MAPS [52] proposes to identify clients
with uncorrelated channels and associate them to the same
AP. It adopts an implicit channel sounding method through
obtaining CSI at the APs to measure the correlation among
clients’ channels. DiFuse [53] is a distributed user selection
protocol for the downlink MU-MIMO transmission. It makes
each user cleverly compute the expected sum-capacity gain
by overhearing the CSI from other users, then feedbacks the
result concurrently in the frequency domain to reduce the over-
head. Based on all the feedbacks from users, the AP will select
and add the user with optimal sum-capacity into the current
user group. BUSH [54] proposes to make user selection in
large-scale MIMO systems. It selects users according to the
obtained angle-of-arrival (AoA) and power information, users
with large angle distances are grouped and should feedback
CSI for precoding. While the above advances focus on the

4As discussed in Section III-C3, the greedy algorithm requires all the chan-
nel conditions (CSI) for selecting users, thus this algorithm always implies
high channel sounding overhead.

downlink MU-MIMO transmission, MIMOMate [55] tries to
improve the efficiency of uplink user selection. It groups sta-
tions as concurrent transmitters (MIMO-Mates) based on the
channel characteristics to maximize the network performance;
the MIMO-Mates will be rescheduled only when the chan-
nels of certain clients change due to channel variation or user
mobility.

The computational overhead in the user selection process is
induced by the large searching space, which increases expo-
nentially with both the number of antennas at AP and the
number of mobile stations. For example, to select a best beam-
forming group for an 8-antenna AP with 30 active users, it
takes 269 seconds even for a modern 16-core server [30].
It is obvious that the computational cost is now unaccept-
able in practical, and this problem will be more serious when
the uplink MU-MIMO is adopted in the upcoming 802.11ax
standard, as the station has much more limited resources
than AP. To solve the problem in the downlink transmis-
sion, SIEVE [30] keeps only a small set of good candidates
and refines this candidate set according to the channel varia-
tions. It further utilizes a central database to track the channel
and the coherence time for each mobile user, and proposes
a progressive update strategy to avoid unnecessary comput-
ing. Signpost [56] achieves distributed user selection in the
uplink direction. It predefines a set of Signpost uplink direc-
tions, which are the orthogonal channel vectors, and selects
the users which are best aligned with each Signpost direction
for uplink MU-MIMO transmission.

Some researchers consider other problems in user selection.
For example, the WLAN’s wide bandwidth has been increased
from 20 MHz to 160 MHz with the 802.11 update, mak-
ing the frequency-selective fading a dominant channel effect
which degrades the system capacity. To solve this problem,
SAMU [57] proposes a selective-aware MU-MIMO transmis-
sion, which divides the transmission channel into subchannels,
and selects a set of users for each subchannel that is considered
frequency-flat.

We summarize the current research on user selection in
Table V. The performance of MU-MIMO transmission is
related to both the beamforming capacity and the channel
sounding overhead. The beamforming capacity is affected
by the computational complexity [30], and the works with
higher capacity normally have higher complexity. No work in
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TABLE V
RESEARCH ON USER SELECTION

Table V achieves the optimal capacity due to the impracti-
cally high complexity for exhaustive searching. Here we use
the well-known suboptimal greedy user selection algorithm as
a baseline, which achieves the beamforming capacity Cgreedy ,
to demonstrate the capacity of these research works. Please
note that the mechanisms with low beamforming capacity in
Table V would not result in low performance, as the channel
sounding overhead has been reduced significantly. In addition,
we should mention that nearly all the schemes are designed
based on the single-AP scenarios, it is worthy to study whether
they can be extended to the multiple-AP scenarios and what
the performance will be.

V. SURVEY ON MIMO-RELATED INTERFERENCE

MANAGEMENT IN MULTIPLE COLLISION DOMAIN

In the multiple collision domain scenarios, the interference
management mechanisms need to coordinate among multiple
MIMO transmissions, and the corresponding channel access
schemes fall into three categories: centralized, distributed and
semi-distributed. In this part, we will investigate the related
works from the three categories, as shown in Table VI. For
each category, the mechanisms will be studied from the three
MIMO application scenarios, SU-MIMO, MU-MIMO and

TABLE VI
CATEGORIZATION OF THE SURVEY FOR MIMO-RELATED

INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT

network MIMO. In addition, as the MIMO-related interference
management in the multiple collision domain always contains
both the PHY and MAC layer design, we will also study how
the advanced MIMO physical layer techniques are exploited
and combined with the MAC layer protocols to improve the
network performance.

A. The Centralized Schemes

In this kind of schemes, a central node (e.g., a leader
AP or a central server) is responsible to coordinate the data
transmissions and apply the MIMO physical layer techniques
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Fig. 10. A scenario of IAC. Three streams can be transmitted concurrently
when the AP only has two antennas.

to improve the network performance, through exploiting the
AP wired backbone network, which makes APs exchange
high speed information through Ethernet. This kind of design
extends the PCF mechanism in 802.11 to achieve centralized
coordination in the multiple collision domain scenarios.

1) SU-MIMO: Based on the SU-MIMO transmission sup-
ported by 802.11n and 802.11ac, researchers further utilize the
interference alignment and interference nulling in the multiple
collision domain to exploit more concurrent streams, so as to
improve the network capacity.

Considering that the throughput of MIMO is limited by the
number of antennas per AP, IAC [58] is proposed to overcome
this limit through exploiting both the interference alignment
and interference cancellation mechanism. An example of the
IAC decoding process is shown in Fig. 10. When station 1
transmits two packets x1 and x2 to AP1, AP1 can obtain both
packets through the normal MIMO decoding process. In this
situation, IAC further permits station 2 to transit its packet
x3 to AP2, without interfering with AP1’s data reception. It
makes use of interference alignment to align x3 with x2 at AP1,
then allows AP1 to decode x1 locally; the decoded x1 will be
informed to AP2 through the backbone network, making AP2
cancel it from the received signal to decode the remaining x2

and x3. We note that this is a SU-MIMO scenario as each sta-
tion only delivers its data packets to one particular AP, while
the signals received by other APs are used for interference can-
cellation. IAC designates one AP as the leader, which acts as
the coordinator to poll the data transmissions of all the clients
and APs. It adopts implicit channel sounding for downlink
channel estimation.

MoMIMO [59] extends IAC to perform interference align-
ment or interference nulling at the receiver side through sliding
one of its antennas slightly. It also proposes a Stochastic Hill
Climbing algorithm to seek the optimal position of the slid-
ing antenna, owe to the continuous channel characteristics
over the space. This design acquires CSI at the receiver side
(CSIR) to achieve the interference alignment or nulling pro-
cess, thus avoids the overhead induced by acquiring CSI at
the transmitter side (CSIT).

2) MU-MIMO: There are a large number of research works
falling into the MU-MIMO scenario. As the mechanisms
designed for the uplink and downlink directions are different
to a great extent, here we survey them from the transmission
directions.

i) Downlink Direction: The downlink MU-MIMO is com-
paratively easier to be implemented as the AP can precode all
the signals centrally to ensure their decoding at the stations.
Although with high theoretical performance, the MU-MIMO
faces many challenges when applying to the real networks,
which attract some researchers to implement MU-MIMO in
the WLAN testbeds to investigate its efficiency [60], [61] and
demonstrate its feasibility to deploy in real networks [62].

The first experimental evaluation of downlink MU-MIMO
was conducted by [60] in 2010, based on the WARP platform.
The authors reveal that, in the one AP indoor environment, two
stations can achieve approximately the maximum throughput
when their distance is over a quarter of a wavelength. Explicit
channel sounding is adopted in the experiments to get CSIT,
whose required update rate is related with the user mobility,
environment variation and so on. They also demonstrate that
ZF is promising to reduce interference at the intended stations.
As for the multiple collision domain scenario, they let the APs
jointly beamform signals just like the process in the network
MIMO scenario.

Kardia [63] utilizes the degree of freedom (DoF) [64] to
analyze how maximum performance can be achieved in MU-
MIMO scenarios. It points out that the MU-MIMO throughput
does not increase linearly with more added stations due to
the correlated user channels, especially in the multiple col-
lision domain. To solve this problem, each AP uses part of
its DoF to serve the selected users with the most orthog-
onal channels for downlink data transmission, and exploits
the remaining DoFs to coordinate the neighboring APs’ trans-
missions through nulling mutual interference. Kardia designs
a lightweight multi-cell orthogonality probing (MOP) mech-
anism to reduce the CSI acquisition overhead and facilitate
user selection, it also utilizes a centralized coordinator to allo-
cate APs carefully to enable concurrent downlink MU-MIMO
transmissions.

Although existing standards only support up to eight MU-
MIMO stations in WLANs, some researchers implement
large scale MU-MIMO system to investigate its performance,
due to its theoretical high potential to improve the spatial
reuse, such as Argos [62], BigStation [65], Hekaton [66] and
FlexCore [67]. These works have mentioned few MAC layer
mechanism.

ii) Uplink Direction: The uplink MU-MIMO transmission
is much different from its downlink counterpart, as the sta-
tions are uncoordinated and they cannot perform precoding
efficiently to ensure the decoding at the receiver.

RobinHood [68] and BBN [69] utilize the dense deployment
of APs to enable concurrent transmissions from multiple sta-
tions to multiple nearby APs through exploiting interference
alignment and nulling. An example is shown in Fig. 11, where
the three stations transmit their signals to APs. BBN divides
the transmissions into two slots. In the first slot, the three sta-
tions transmit their signals x1, x2 and x3 concurrently, making
each of the four APs receive a combination of the three signals.
In the second slot, AP3 and AP4 will retransmit their received
signals after proper precoding, so that both x2 and x3 at AP1
aligned along the same direction with that in the first slot. x1

can be decoded at first through nulling both x2 and x3 at AP1,
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Fig. 11. An example of BBN which utilizes the dense deployment of APs to enable concurrent transmissions. It divides the transmissions into two slots,
and combines the received signals at AP1 and AP2 in the two slots to decode x1 at first.

Fig. 12. An example of POLYPHONY. The three APs rotate their received signals to make x1 aligned at the same direction, the x1 will have a high SNR
for decoding after combining the rotated signals at three APs.

then it will be passed to AP2 through the backbone network.
AP2 will subtract x1 from the received signals at both slots,
and decode x2 and x3 through solving the linear equations. To
make BBN work in the multi-collision domain, the authors
de-composite the APs into groups through a central server,
such that all APs in one group can hear each other to accom-
plish the BBN detection process like that in Fig. 11. They then
propose centralized scheduling mechanism to make neighbor-
ing groups not transmit simultaneously to avoid interference.
Meanwhile, they also use a centralized method to schedule the
pilot signal transmissions of clients and APs, so as to obtain
the required CSI for performing interference alignment and
nulling.

POLYPHONY [70] exploits the idea of interference align-
ment for enabling more concurrent transmissions in the uplink
through exploiting the AP backbone network. It designs a
“Shadow Preamble” mechanism to estimate the CSI between
each station and APs; based on the obtained CSIR, it makes
one packet from a station aligned along the same direction at
all the APs, so that the accumulated SNR for this packet is
high enough for decoding; the same process can be applied to
decode the remaining packets. Fig. 12 shows an example of
decoding x1 through POLYPHONY. The three APs first rotate
their received signals to let x1 aligned at the same direction,
making x1 have a high SNR for decoding after combining the
rotated signals at three APs. The process is repeated to decode
the other signals x2 and x3. This mechanism certainly needs a
central server to schedule the uplink transmissions and decode
the received signals.

iii) Both Directions: FlexRadio [71] exploits both the
interference alignment and full-duplex [72] technologies5 to
make the design fully flexible, thus to increase concurrent
streams to improve the system capacity. An example of
FlexRadio is shown in Fig. 13, AP1 and AP2 cannot listen
to each other, but station 1 and station 2 can listen to each
other and both APs. According to the traditional MIMO com-
munications, only two packets can be transmitted concurrently,
e.g., the two packets from AP1 to station 1 in the SU-MIMO
scenario, or the two packets from AP1 to the two stations
in the MU-MIMO scenario. However, an additional concur-
rent stream can be transmitted with FlexRadio. In Fig. 13,
AP1 sends x1 and x2 to station 1 and station 2 respectively;
since AP1 has two antennas, it further nulls x2 at station 1,
making station 1 able to receive x1 through only one antenna
and decode it correctly; station 1 can transmit another signal
x3 to AP2 concurrently through the second antenna, it also
aligns x3 with x1 at station 2 to make station 2 decode x2 cor-
rectly; in this situation AP2 can decode x3 obviously. We note
that although the transmit antenna of station 1 will interfere
with its receive antenna, this interference can be canceled out
through the full-duplex technology. Implicit channel sound-
ing is adopted to obtain CSIT for precoding. This work has a
strong assumption that a central server knows the RF resources

5Although some research works exploit additional antenna to cancel the
self interference for full-duplex transmission [73], current advances have no
such limitation [72], [74]. FlexRadio [71] has the following assumption for
full-duplex: a node with N RF (Radio Frequency) chains can activate N/2 RF
chains for transmission while the remaining RF chains for reception.
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Fig. 13. An example of FlexRadio.

of all nodes in the network and their respective traffic demands,
in order to configure the FlexRadio communications.

Under full-duplex operation, a node activates equal num-
ber of RF chains for transmission as it does for simultaneous
reception. Thus, when a node has N RF chains, under full
duplex, N/2 RF chains are active transmitting RF chains while
the remaining N/2 RF chains are receiving RF chains.

3) Network MIMO: Network MIMO is like an extension
of MU-MIMO to allow the communications between multiple
APs and the stations. It has the main challenge of achieving
tight phase and timing synchronization among multiple APs,
so that the multiple APs can work as one giant AP to make
joint precoding for the MIMO transmission [75]–[79]. The
wired backbone among APs is fully utilized to achieve this
goal, as shown in Fig. 14, where the central server may be
virtual or real in a particular mechanism.

MegaMIMO [75] is the first work that implements network
MIMO in the WLAN testbed based on both USRP and off-the-
shelf devices. It makes the transmitted data packets shared by
all the APs through the wired backbone network, and adopts
the precoding process similar with that in the MU-MIMO
transmission. It achieves phase synchronization among inde-
pendent APs through electing one AP as a leader and making
the other APs change the phase of their signals to maintain
a required alignment with the leader AP. MegaMIMO adopts
explicit channel sounding before the actual data transmissions,
and the process is similar as that in the MU-MIMO transmis-
sion recommended by 802.11ac. During the channel sounding
process, APs transmit their SYNC header and get the clients’
CSI feedback one after another, while the induced overhead
increases proportionally to the number of both APs and sta-
tions, making network MIMO unapplicable to real networks
when the network size is relatively large. To address the chal-
lenge of real-time CSI update in the explicit channel sounding,
the authors extend MegaMIMO’s design and implementation
to MegaMIMO 2.0 [79], which proposes a new technique for
extending reciprocity to the network MIMO scenario, thus
improves the accuracy of implicit channel sounding. The main
challenge of accomplishing it is to estimate the calibration
factor for reciprocity correctly.

Balan et al. [76] implement a network MIMO system which
is also based on the backbone network, but on the WARP
platform. The server is responsible for jointly precoding the

Fig. 14. The illustration of network MIMO transmission.

transmitted signals and passing the final frequency domain
symbols to APs, thus assures all the APs are phase syn-
chronized. Based on this system, they implement zero-force
precoding and Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [80] to achieve
the network MIMO transmissions, where CSI is assumed
to be available through exploiting the channel reciprocity.
Both precoding mechanisms demonstrate the near-theoretical
performance. Under the condition when CSI cannot be reliably
obtained, the authors exploit blind interference alignment [81]
to increase the data rate. They also provide some centralized
scheduling algorithms [82] in the MAC layer to convert the
physical layer gains into the transmission rate gains.

AirSync [83] utilizes the central server for joint signal
processing, including the joint precoding in the downlink
transmission and the joint decoding in the uplink transmis-
sion, while the CSI used for precoding is obtained from
explicit channel sounding as that in the 802.11ac. It makes
a reference AP broadcast a pilot signal, and makes the other
APs closely track the phase drift of this signal through the
Kalman filter and de-rotate their baseband signals, finally
achieves tight phase synchronization among all the APs.
Experimental evaluation based on WARP testbed also indicates
that AirSync can achieve the theoretical optimal multiplexing
gain. AirShare [78], [84] proposes to enable synchronization
among APs through a reference clock, which is shared through
the wireless medium and fed into the wireless nodes, so that
all the APs have the same clock to achieve tight time and
phase synchronization. No MAC scheme is mentioned in this
work.

4) Discussions About Centralized Schemes: Table VII sum-
marizes the main characteristics of the surveyed centralized
MIMO-related interference management schemes, from which
we get the following key points:

• The centralized schemes rely highly on the AP wired
backbone network to make APs exchange information
with each other. This design is reasonable for the enter-
prise WLANs where the Ethernet is often created among
the APs and can satisfy the requirements for low delay
and high speed information exchange. However, in the
other kinds of WLANs where Ethernet does not exist,
such as the home WLANs where APs are connected
through Internet, these schemes may not be suitable due
to the inefficient information exchange among the APs.
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TABLE VII
MIMO-RELATED INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS WHICH ADOPT CENTRALIZED MAC SCHEMES

• The advanced MIMO physical layer techniques,
interference alignment and interference nulling, are
widely exploited in the SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO
scenarios, so as to increase the concurrent transmission
streams to improve the network performance, while the
research works on the network MIMO scenario only
adopt beamforming and null steering, they currently
only strive to extend the MU-MIMO transmission to the
multiple-AP scenario.

• The introduction of interference alignment and
interference nulling can increase concurrent streams,
however, the negative effect is that they require more
CSI for precoding. For example, as shown in Fig. 10,
IAC needs the extra CSI of the links station1−→AP2
and station2−→AP1, while the traditional SU-MIMO
transmission only needs CSI of the data transmission
links station1−→AP1 and station2−→AP2. The extra
CSI requirements will certainly induce more overhead
to the system.

• Although the 802.11ac standard only recommends
explicit channel sounding, its high transmission over-
head impedes its wide usage. Many researchers adopt
the implicit channel sounding process in their design
to achieve high performance. Meanwhile, for the uplink
transmissions, some research works [59], [69], [70]

propose to perform the MIMO physical layer techniques
at the receiver (AP side), where CSIR is adopted and the
channel sounding process is no longer required.

• As a key feature in the MU-MIMO transmission, user
selection is also considered by researchers when design-
ing mechanisms in the multiple collision domain scenar-
ios. However, most of them adopt the greedy algorithm
which obtains the best user candidates through exhaustive
searching, and are not suitable for large scale networks.
Designing proper user selection mechanisms for the
multiple collision domain scenario is worthy for thorough
study.

B. The Distributed Schemes

In these schemes, nodes inherit the CSMA mechanism for
random channel access in MIMO networks.

1) SU-MIMO: 802.11n+ [85] is a distributed random
access protocol for MIMO networks. It allows the nodes to
carrier sense the channel, and contend not only for the trans-
mission time, but also for the DoFs. According to this design,
when there is an ongoing transmission link, another node
with more antennas than the ongoing transmitter may transmit
concurrently, through utilizing both the interference nulling
and interference alignment technology, so as to cancel its
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Fig. 15. An example of 802.11n+. When accessing channel, nodes con-
tend not only for the transmission time, but also for the degrees of freedom
provided by the multiple antennas.

interference at the ongoing receivers and maximize its sig-
nal at the intended receivers. Fig. 15 shows an example of
this mechanism. The TX or RX node can be either an AP or
a station. When there is an ongoing link TX1−→RX1, TX2
can utilize its two antennas to transmit concurrently through
nulling its signal at RX1. TX3 can further utilize its three
antennas to transmit concurrently through both nulling its sig-
nal at RX1, and aligning its signal with x1 at RX2. Thus, all
the signals x1, x2 and x3 can be decoded successfully by their
intended receivers. 802.11n+ requires at least k + 1 antennas
for enabling new concurrent transmissions when there are k
ongoing transmission links. It adopts a light-weight RTS/CTS
mechanism [86] for random channel access. The node pair
that wins the contention exchanges a light-weight RTS/CTS
which includes the used DoF for the data transmission. Other
nodes which have more antennas can learn this information
from the prior RTS/CTS messages and contend for the unused
DoF for concurrent transmission. Implicit channel sounding is
adopted as nodes utilize the received RTS/CTS messages to
estimate CSI.

802.11mc [87] extends 802.11n+ [85] to increase more con-
current transmissions and reduce the coordination overhead. It
also utilizes the light-weight RTS/CTS mechanism for chan-
nel access, and adopts the implicit channel sounding through
exploiting the RTS/CTS messages. The main difference is that,
it designs a new RTS frame with a postamble at the end of
RTS, allowing the receiver to obtain the CSI when the RTS
collisions occur, so as to reduce the number of control message
transmissions.

MDMA [88] proposes to maximize the concurrent trans-
missions in the WLANs in a distributed way, and meanwhile
obtain more receiver diversity gains. Interference alignment
is exploited to achieve this goal. Fig. 16 shows an example
of MDMA’s design where three APs contend for transmis-
sion. Suppose AP1 wins the contention and firstly transmits
its packet to station 1 through beamforming to gain the receive
diversity, AP2 can then join this transmission if its precoding
makes its signal x2 aligned orthogonal to x1 at station 1; AP3
can further join if its precoding makes the signal x3 aligned
along the same direction with x2 at station 1, and with x1

at station 2. According to this design, one node can join
the kth concurrent transmission if it does not interfere with
the k − 1 previously joined transmissions. MADA adopts

Fig. 16. A scenario of MDMA. Interference alignment is exploited to enable
more concurrent transmissions as well as achieve high receive diversity.

frequency domain contention [89] to allow as many nodes
as possible to win the contention. It lets each contending
transmitter send an M-RTS message simultaneously on a ran-
domly selected OFDM subchannel. The M-RTS carries the
information of DoF, each receiver picks the node with smallest
DoF as its transmitter and feedbacks an M-CTS, according to
which a selected lead transmitter allocates the link pairs, and
each pair then joins the transmissions one by one through
a preceded light-weight RTS/CTS handshake. Similar with
802.11n, it adopts implicit channel sounding to obtain CSI.

2) MU-MIMO: The study for the MU-MIMO scenario is
conducted from the transmission directions.

i) Downlink Direction: MIDAS [90] spatially separates the
antennas of an AP through RF or optical cabling to achieve a
distributed antenna system (DAS), which has the potential to
improve the WLAN performance due to the following reasons:
1) reducing the path loss as one client may find an AP antenna
closer to it, 2) naturally mitigating the inter-user interference as
one client will get the strongest signal from a specific antenna,
and 3) enabling more concurrent transmissions as each antenna
has different channel states (busy or idle). It then designs
a new power-balancing zero-force precoding mechanism for
this system to achieve MU-MIMO transmission. In the MAC
layer, it makes each antenna carrier sense the channel inde-
pendently to get the available antennas, and selects clients
for MIMO transmission according to the signal strength from
different antenna to each client. The acquisition of CSI for
precoding adopts the same channel sounding process in the
802.11 standard.

ii) Uplink Direction: SAM [91] proposes a chain-decoding
technique to decode the uplink MU-MIMO signals, through
performing the interference nulling at the receiver side. An
example of the SAM chain-decoding process is shown in
Fig. 17. When an AP receives two signals x1 and x2 through
the two antennas and gets y1 and y2, it first finds a proper
linear transform of each received signal to make x1 at both y1

and y2 aligned at the same direction (shown in Fig. 17(c)), the
signal x1 can be easily nulled out through making substrac-
tion between y1 and y2; the AP can then decode x2 correctly.
The decoded x2 is in turn canceled from both y1 and y1 to
recover x1. This process can be extended to the scenario with
more than two stations. SAM requires only CSIR as decoding
is performed at the receiver side. It further extends CSMA
to Carrier Counting Multiple Access (CCMA), which makes
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Fig. 17. An example of the chain-decoding process in SAM. AP finds a proper linear transform of the received signals y1 and y2 to make x1 aligned along
the same direction at both signals, so as to nullify it to decode x2.

multiple stations coordinate their transmissions according to
the chain-decoding requirement.

MUSE [92] also achieves the uplink MU-MIMO trans-
mission through decoding at the receiver side. It makes AP
obtain clean channel estimation from all the clients based
on the preamble. Instead of user selection according to the
obtained channel matrix, this work exploits the cyclic shift
delays (CSD) introduced by 802.11n to decorrelate the uplink
channels. In the MAC layer, it proposes a single medium
access contention mechanism for the users’ channel access:
when the first user wins the medium after a random backoff,
it sends a triggering message to all the selected users to grant
a transmission opportunity; the users then transmit the uplink
packets simultaneously after triggered by the AP.

iii) Both Directions: iBeam [93] implements the MU-MIMO
from the station’s point of view. It allows each station to
associate with multiple APs and make it communicate with
these APs simultaneously at both the uplink and downlink
directions. In the uplink direction, each station can transmit
different data packets to the APs through using the multi-
user beamforming, just like the downlink MU-MIMO. In the
downlink direction, the station can decode different pack-
ets transmitted simultaneously from APs, through utilizing
interference nulling and cancellation mechanism. It adopts
implicit channel sounding to avoid the CSI transmission
overhead, and obeys CSMA for channel access.

3) Discussions About Distributed Schemes: Table VIII
summarizes the main characteristics of the surveyed dis-
tributed MIMO-related interference management schemes,
from which we get the following key points:

• Explicit channel sounding is harder to be implemented
efficiently in a distributed manner, and nearly all the
schemes adopt the implicit channel sounding method to
obtain the CSI. This is reasonable as, besides the high
transmission overhead, the control packets have a high
probability of collision, which may significantly reduce
the accuracy of the estimated CSI even when explicit
channel sounding is adopted.

• The distributed random access schemes always include
RTS/CTS packet exchange prior to the actual data trans-
mission, which process has two advantages: 1) with
RTS and CTS, the transmitter and receiver can nego-
tiate a proper DoF for data transmission, while other
neighboring nodes can learn this information and con-
tend for the unused DoF for concurrent transmission;

2) the RTS and CTS transmission can be exploited
for channel calibration in the implicit channel sound-
ing process, so as to maintain accurate CSI for MIMO
transmission.

• One problem in the distributed schemes is how to make
the independent backoff timers of the concurrent trans-
mitters (such as TX1, TX2 and TX3 in Fig. 15) expire
nearly at the same time to perform MIMO transmission.
Frequency domain contention seems to be a promis-
ing way to solve this problem meanwhile reduce the
coordination overhead induced by backoff; it has been
adopted in some recent advances such as MDMA [88]
and FlexNEMO [94].

• Most of the research works also adopt the greedy algo-
rithm to search for the best user candidates in the
MU-MIMO transmission. More efficient user selection
mechanisms are expected in this scenario.

C. Semi-Distributed Schemes

This kind of schemes try to benefit from both the random
channel access and the centralized coordination.

1) MU-MIMO: CoaCo [95] is an effective extension of
802.11n+ in the MU-MIMO scenario to combat the inter-
cell interference, that is, interference among multiple BSSs. It
uses one antenna for either transmitting streams, or receiving
streams, or canceling inter-cell interference. Based on this con-
cept, each AP or station optimizes its antenna usage to increase
concurrent transmitting streams, then optimizes the beam-
forming weights to cancel the inter-cell interference. CoaCo
groups all cells into clusters, each of which has up to three
cells. It employs CSMA/CA for the channel access between
clusters to avoid inter-cluster interference. Within each clus-
ter, it proposes interleaved channel sounding to obtain the
required CSI among nodes, through making APs send their
NDP sequentially; it then adopts CHAIN technique [96] to let
clients respond their CSI, according to which APs perform the
downlink MU-MIMO transmissions finally.

2) Network MIMO: As the giant MIMO cannot scale well
owing to the global synchronization requirement and the
overhead in sharing data packet among all the APs, some
researchers intend to divide the large scale network into small
practical-size clusters.

OpenRF [97] can be regarded as this kind of system.
It deploys the architecture of software defined network
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TABLE VIII
MIMO-RELATED INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS WHICH ADOPT DISTRIBUTED MAC SCHEMES

(SDN) [100] to the WLANs with backbone networks, as
shown in Fig. 14 where the central server is the control plan
of SDN called OpenRF controller. It represents the OpenRF
controller to automatically manage the network streams in a
centralized way, enabling APs to automatically beamform their
signals to their own stations but null their interference at the
other stations. It also exploits interference alignment to fur-
ther increase concurrent streams. This work exploits implicit
channel sounding to obtain the CSIT for precoding.

NEMOx [98] first implements network MIMO in the down-
link direction based on the WARP platform. In NEMOx,
each cluster contains one master AP (mAP) that coordinates
the other distributed APs (dAPs) centrally for the downlink
transmission, and the dAPs utilize the decentralized CSMA
to avoid inter-cluster interference, so as to make a balance
between the spatial reuse and the dAP’s cooperative gain.
NEMOx also optimizes dAP’s power budget and serves the
set of stations opportunistically to ensure fairness of stations.
It exploits the similar explicit channel sounding process as that
in 802.11ac, making stations feedback their CSI sequentially
for precoding. In addition, it proposes iterative user selection
algorithm that selects stations which can achieve the optimal
downlink transmission capacity.

NURA [99] further proposes a channel access mecha-
nism for the uplink network MIMO transmission. It allows
stations to access the channel randomly and utilizes a semi-
synchronization protocol to guarantee that the new coming
station will not interrupt with the ongoing uplink transmis-
sions. It employs a request-permission mechanism to identify
the stations whose channels are most uncorrelated with ongo-
ing stations, thus optimizes the user selection in the network
MIMO scenario.

FlexNEMO [94], [101] also implements the clustering of
network MIMO in the uplink transmission, while it is based
on the USRP platform. It contains a user-centric clustering
mechanism which adapts the virtual AP (nAP) structure

dynamically to ensure that every station with traffic locates
at the center of an nAP, so as to reduce the inter-cluster
interference, it also contains a priority-based MAC which
makes the center nodes have higher transmission opportuni-
ties. Frequency-domain contention is adopted to facilitate the
channel access more efficiently.

3) Discussions About Semi-Distributed Schemes: Table IX
lists the surveyed semi-distributed MIMO-related interference
management schemes, which divide the network into clusters,
then adopt centralized schemes within each cluster while adopt
distributed schemes for inter-cluster. The semi-distributed
schemes seem to be more promising in the network MIMO
scenario, as it can both benefit network MIMO’s high capacity
and solve its scalable problem well. In addition, this kind of
schemes surely faces the same challenge as those in both the
centralized and distributed schemes, such as the CSI acquisi-
tion and user selection within the cluster, which need better
study.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The aim of the surveyed papers is to investigate effi-
cient MIMO-related interference management mechanisms in
WLANs to improve the network throughput, from both the
single collision domain and the multiple collision domain per-
spectives. Here we further give some discussions and future
directions that fall into this area.

A. Channel Access

As the key component in MIMO-related interference man-
agement, the channel access process has attracted much
research interest. A few researchers focus on the single colli-
sion domain scenario, where they investigate the drawbacks of
the 802.11 CSMA and design effective schemes, through either
increasing concurrent transmissions [42], [43] or improving
the retransmission efficiency [41]. By contrast, significant
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TABLE IX
MIMO-RELATED INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS WHICH ADOPT SEMI-DISTRIBUTED MAC SCHEMES

efforts concentrate on the multiple collision domain, which
is the more typical scenario in WLANs. Several MIMO PHY
techniques are exploited to better manage interference among
the multiple BSSs, such as interference alignment, interference
nulling and network MIMO. There are three categories of
channel access mechanisms: centralized, distributed and semi-
distributed schemes. Discussions for each category has been
shown in Section V. Here we further give our thoughts on
potential solutions in this area.

1) Semi-Distributed Schemes: The centralized channel
access schemes have obvious advantages to improve the effi-
ciency of interference management, but rely highly on prompt
information exchange among APs, thus have the deploy-
ment and scalable problems in real networks. The distributed
schemes are more flexible to be deployed but with high trans-
mission overhead. The semi-distributed schemes which adopt
centralized schemes within the cluster while adopt distributed
schemes among clusters, may benefit from both kinds of
schemes, and seem to be a promising way for MIMO-related
channel access. We have already seen a few advances on this
kind of design, but there are still many practical problems
remained. For example, how to group clusters dynamically
and flexibly according to the current network environments?
How to determine the optimal cluster size? What’s the optimal
channel access schemes among clusters? The solutions to all
these problems are critical for application in real networks.

2) Centralized Coordination: Centralized interference man-
agement schemes are more efficient due to their low coordi-
nation overhead. However, they incline to utilizes the wired
AP backbone to share the transmitted or received signals
among APs, so as to apply proper MIMO PHY techniques
to achieve high throughput. These designs are only suitable
for the enterprise WLANs, which naturally have the wired
backbone (the Ethernet) for AP management. For the other
kind of WLANs, such as the home WLANs where APs are
connected through Internet, these backbone-based interference
management mechanisms may not be suitable due to the inef-
ficient information exchange among the APs, such as the high
delay and low bandwidth.

Actually, there are already some advances on centralized
coordination in home WLANs. For example, COAP [102]
proposes a cloud-based centralized framework for home AP

coordination and management, using an open API imple-
mented by commodity APs. It is implemented based on the
architecture of software defined network (SDN) and designs
a cloud-based SDN controller to coordinate among the indi-
vidual APs. It would be a choice to exploit this kind of
architecture for MIMO-related interference management in the
non-enterprise WLANs, but the performance of the cloud-
based information exchange needs to be evaluated carefully.

3) Utilization of MIMO PHY Techniques: The two
advanced MIMO physical layer techniques, interference align-
ment and interference nulling, are widely exploited to increase
the concurrent transmission streams and avoid interference
among BSSs. Current advances have demonstrated significant
throughput improvement through exploiting these techniques,
no matter adopting the centralized or distributed channel
access schemes. The major concern about these schemes is
their ability to be deployed in real networks. The following two
considerations need further study. At first, overhead induced
by the extra CSI requirements should be reduced, especially
in the mobility scenarios; at second, distinct methods should
be provided to select the optimal links and schedule them to
transmit concurrently, so as to achieve interference alignment
and nulling at the receivers.

4) Optimization of Heterogeneous Transmissions: Current
channel access scheme is inefficient when heterogeneous
transmission are dominant in the network. As discussed in
acPad [42], data streams always have heterogeneous trans-
mission duration which is determined by the packet length
and the transmission rate. If they are grouped into one MU-
MIMO transmission, channel resources are wasted due to the
idle time after part of the streams. acPad proposes to solve
this problem through filling up the idle channel time with
additional packets. Since it only considers the single collision
domain, the problem in the multiple collision domain needs
to be investigated.

Besides the transmission duration, data streams often
occupy different channel bandwidth. As shown in Table II,
the maximum bandwidth has been increased from 20MHz
in 802.11a/b/g to 40MHz in 802.11n, and even 160MHz in
802.11ac. The 802.11ac recommends a dynamic bandwidth
operation, which makes the 160MHz divided into a set of nar-
row bandwidth (20MHz, 40MHz, and 80MHz), and utilizes the
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exchange of RTS and CTS to reserve a specific bandwidth for
each data transmission. However, this operation is only suit-
able to the simple scenario where RTS/CTS is rare to be col-
lided and their transmission overhead is not serious. Designing
efficient mechanisms to solve the heterogeneous bandwidth
problem in the complex real networks, especially the multiple
collision domain scenarios, is also worthy further study.

5) Full Duplex Transmission: Nowadays, the wireless full
duplex transmission, which makes a station transmit one
signal and receive another signal simultaneously through
two antennas at the same frequency band, is becoming a
promising communication technology [103] and may totally
change the traditional channel access methods [104]–[106].
Some advances already exploit this technology when design-
ing MIMO-related interference management mechanisms. For
example, FlexRadio [71] makes the antennas of a node fully
flexible to transmit or receive signals, thus increases concur-
rent streams, iBeam [93] makes a station transmit an ACK
packet while receiving packets from APs. Actually, the full
duplex transmission can be applied to many other scenarios
to improve the network throughput, such as providing the
instant CSI feedback for precoding [107], obtaining prompt
information from the data receiver for efficient interference
management, etc. We consider the introduction of wireless full
duplex transmission will lead to more efficient interference
management in WLANs.

B. Channel Sounding

One of the key problems in the MIMO transmission is
CSI acquisition, which will be used for both precoding and
user selection. There is a clear dilemma between the CSI
accuracy and its overhead, as the accurate CSI needs fre-
quent information exchange, which induces more transmission
overhead. Especially, the adoption of interference alignment
and interference nulling may bring more CSI acquisition
requirements, which will further increase the overhead.

This problem may be even worse in the multiple collision
domain scenarios. As shown in Fig. 3(b), explicit channel
sounding is a typical point coordination process, as one AP
should coordinate all the stations’ CSI transmissions. This
design can definitely work in the scenario where there is only
one BSS and one AP in the network. However, once it is
extended to the multiple collision domain, interference among
BSSs should be considered as it can affect the accuracy of
CSI estimation. Centralized research works [75] make the
explicit channel sounding in each BSS interleaved to avoid
interference, they would obviously induce huge transmis-
sion overhead, especially in large scale networks. Distributed
schemes mainly adopt implicit channel sounding due to the
problem in its explicit counterpart. Channel sounding will
be an everlasting topic in the MIMO-related interference
management.

C. User Selection

User selection, which selects the users with the most uncor-
related channels for concurrent transmissions based on the
obtained CSI, plays a very important role in both MU-MIMO

and network MIMO scenarios. The optimal users can be
selected through exhaustive searching, which is impractical
due to the high computational complexity. The greedy algo-
rithm is easy to implement but has suboptimal performance.

Current advances on optimizing the user selection process
mainly focus on the single collision domain, through reduc-
ing either the channel sounding overhead or the computational
complexity. However, most of the MIMO-related interference
management mechanisms designed for the multiple collision
domain still adopt the greedy algorithm for user selection. It
is worthy to study efficient user selection algorithms in this
scenario.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the MIMO-related interference
management mechanisms from both the single collision
domain and multiple collision domain perspective. After giv-
ing some background information about the evolution of
IEEE 802.11 standards, we first present the PHY mecha-
nisms for MIMO transmissions, including two basic MIMO
PHY techniques recommended in the 802.11n/ac standards
and two advanced techniques adopted in current research; we
also introduce three MIMO application scenarios and present
how they can be achieved through the MIMO PHY tech-
niques. Based on that, we discuss three MAC components
for achieving high performance through MIMO, including
channel access, channel sounding and user selection. After
that, we study the MIMO-related interference management
mechanisms in the single collision domain from optimizing
the three MAC components. We then investigate the MIMO-
related interference management mechanisms in the multiple
collision domain, which contain both the PHY and MAC layer
design and are mainly categorized into centralized, distributed
and semi-distributed schemes according to the channel access
process, we also present some discussions for each kind of
schemes. Finally, we clarify some discussions and future direc-
tions related to both efficiently exploiting the MIMO PHY
techniques and designing effective MIMO-related interference
management mechanisms. We hope this survey would help the
readers summarize the current research progress and inspire
their future work.
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